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Commander's Message
Members and Friends of the 36th,
Welcome to the 2019 Reenacting season, and the first new issue of The
Prodigal Son in quite some time. Looking at the upcoming season there are
many things to look forward to. Particularly our event we are hosting in
may, Pigs and Tomatoes. I look to 2019 to continue to be a year of growth.
The 36th is one of the few organizations in the hobby that can honestly
boast of solid growth in membership and participation. You should all be
proud of that and continue to work to find new members that share our
vision, and encourage the older members to get back in the field, if even for
a day. 2018 Left the unit in great shape.
We had a great local season, and along with our great friends from around
the area in 2017 we were able to take the show on the road and provide the
example to the rest of the hobby on how Westerners act at Wauhatchie.
Nothing made me more proud that to see you all covered in mud, cold,
soaked to the skin, and still laughing, singing songs, teasing each other, and
being ready at a moments notice to fall in. We have something special going
on here in the midwest. Let's keep it going. So here is to the new season,
new memories, and new comradeship.
Sy Libby
Commander 36th Ill Co. B

Letter from the Editor
Members of the 36th,
Welcome back to The Prodigal Son! After a hiatus the
newsletter for the 36th has returned. In the future look here for more
information about impressions, logistics and other information about our
upcoming events, new research about the 36th and great articles pertaining
to the 36th and Civil War History. If you have any articles you have written
that you would like included in any future issues feel free to send them to
me at hessda01@gmail.com .
In this edition you can look forward to our 2019 Schedule, a
brief history of the 36th and the Houston Expedition, a great article by
Scott Sheets about Federal Accoutrements and a wonderful letter from a
member of Company F. I intend that The Prodigal Son be a source of
information for upcoming events, new research and looking back at the
history of the 36th through through primary documents. Enjoy this issue of
The Prodigal Son!
Yours Truly,
Henry Ribbey (Dutchy)
Adjutant 36th ILL Vols.

Pvt. William Coultrip
Co. F 36th Ill

Pvt. William Kerns
Co. G 36th Ill

Cpl. Horace Chittenden
Co. H 36th Ill

2019 Events
Please look for more information about upcoming events throughout the
year in future issues of The Prodigal Son as well as our Facebook page. We
will be providing more information about each event regarding impressions
and other logistics as it gets closer. Provided below is the schedule of events
for the 36th for 2019 . If you have other events you would like us to know
about send them to Dan Hess at hessda01@gmail.com
(POC= Point of Contact)

36TH Illinois Events:
Pigs and Tomatoes: The 1861 Houston Expedition May 17 - 19 Independence Village Oakland Illinois (POC Scott Sheets)

Memorial Day - TBD
Weekend event or parade will be added after further board discussion

Lake Bluff Independence Day Parade July 4- Lake Bluff, Illinois (POC Scott Sheets)
This is our biggest fundraiser of the year and helps pay for rations at our events
throughout the year. The more people that attend the more money we raise towards
rations and other event expenses.

Wauconda July 13-14 Lakewood Forest Preserve Wauconda IL (POC Scott Sheets)

Missionary Ridge Immersion Event November 8-10 Chickamauga, Georgia (POC Scott Sheets)

Other Events with Member Involvement:
Civil War Museum Homefront Seminar - Kenosha, WI - March 16

Daniel Hess is a featured speaker as well as two others for this event (POC - Dan Hess)

St Patrick’s Parade - Peoria, Illinois March 16 (POC James Beaver, Tom
Travis)
Fort Blakely - Mobile, Alabama April 5-7 (POC Rob Warren)
WWI Turk - Rockford, Illinois April 5-7 (POC Sean Cowger-Ezra Parker)
Spring Drill - Peoria, Illinois April 27-28 (POC Tim Varvil)
US Grant Pilgrimage Living History at Grant Home - Galena,
Illinois April 27 (POC Rob Gobtop)
Memorial Day Grave site visitations of 36th Members (POC Sean
Cowger- Ezra Parker)
Pittsfield Lincoln Days reenactment - Pittsfield, Illinois June 1-2
(POC James Beaver, Mark Hess)
Kenosha Civil War Museum Living History Day - Kenosha, WI
June 8-9(POC Andy Ackert)
Elgin Civil War Experience - Elgin Illinois June 8-9 (POC Adam
Sanders- Francis Chapple)
General Wallace Days - Seneca, Illinois August 24-25(POC Federal
Adam Sanders- Francis Chappell; Confederate Rob Warren)

Wade House Civil War Days - Greenbush, Wisconsin September 28-29
(POC Confederate Rob Warren; Winter Quarters Eric Geese-Eric Goose)
Hainesville Reenactment - Hainesville, Illinois October 19-20 (POC
Adam Sanders-Francis Chapple)
Winter Quarters - Peoria, Illinois November (POC Tim Varvil)

“It isn't a pig sir, It's tomatoes”
A brief history of the 1861 Houston Expedition
by Sean Cowger
In October 1861 the 36th Illinois had settled into camp in Rolla Missouri (known as
Camp Rolla). There they spent a large part of the time drilling and working on Fort Wyman.
Accounts continually talk of Union men from Missouri showing up in camp after being driven
from their homes and having their family's harassed or murdered. This led to reports of large
forces of confederates within 20 miles of Rolla including the famed Jeff Thompson In Late
October Col. Greusel was tasked with taking a force and assessing the threat in Texas County
Missouri. Detachments from both Cavalry companies of the 36th Illinois with both Companies B
and E of the infantry , 200 men from the 4th Iowa Infantry, a portion of the Kansas Rangers (
Missouri Cav) and a battery of 6 mountain howitzers where chosen for this little campaign. At
4pm on Nov 1st the 500 man force left on its first action against an enemy
“The men fell into line, each with knapsack containing blankets, extra ammunition and three or
four days’ marching rations. The Companies wheeled into column; the drums beat an
exhilarating air; the rattle of sabers, the clinking of horses' shoes over the stony road, and the
measured tread of the infantry as it filed over the hills, presented a more warlike aspect than
anything the 36th had yet been accustomed to”
In these next days the men learned what it was like to be away from tents and comforts.
They continued passing deserted homes of fleeing secessionists and the burned homes of Union
men. Oddly the act of forging was in full swing in a “Union” State. An Officer from the 4th Iowa
noticed a 36er with a dead hog wrapped up in his Blanket.
"Hello, my man, where did you get that pig?" he hailed the soldier. The soldier replied “isn't a
pig, sir, it's tomatoes. You don't know, sir, how hard it is to tell pigs from tomatoes in this blasted
country." The officer adjusted his spectacles and decided not to push the matter further.
The 4th Iowa noted the 36th Illinois had a skill for sniffing out hams, ducks and other sundries.
Private Bellis of the 4th Iowa remembered
“The soldiers marched on and they scavenged what they could. Eventually, they were so heavy
laden they were hard pressed to march quickly. Each time they reached a stream, the commander
ordered them to leave their provisions at the shore and they moved on. They rebelled at the third
river. Several yelled "No you don't, Sir. We ain't going to lay down anything now. We have fed

that 36th Illinois long enough." The 36th Illinois was following the Fourth you see, and they
picked up the sweet potatoes, chickens and other items the Fourth had abandoned.”
The Cavalry (and likely the Howitzer battery) went ahead to Houston pushing
confederates ahead of them and captured a Flag, drum, prisoners, and continued depriving the
traitors of food. The infantry occupied the town of Licking, a small frontier town known for its
salt deposits. Using Licking as a base of operations they set to disarming the surrounding area
and arresting secessionists and any “confederates” they came across. They also put quite a dent
in the local livestock population. There was at least 2 men killed by the Cavalry wing and one
man shot in the neck who probably died after he escaped. Col. Gruesel had the following
proclamation read.
“PROCLAMATION To the people of the town of Houston, and County of Texas, in the State of
Missouri.
I have this day placed upon your beautiful Courthouse, “The Flag of our Union.” I leave it in
your charge and protection. If taken down by rebel hands, I will return here and pillage every
house in the town, owned by secessionists or those whose sympathies are with rebels. Any
outrage hereafter committed upon Union Men or their families, will be returned upon
secessionists two fold. All property taken from Union men by rebels in or out of the county,
must be returned immediately. I hereby give the rebels ten days to make good all the losses
sustained by Union families in Texas County; if this be complied with, peace will be restored to
your county. If neglected, the consequences be upon your own heads. I shall soon return to your
county, and see that this proclamation is complied with to the letter. If you wait for me to
execute it, I will do it with a vengeance.
N. Greusel
Col. Commanding Expedition.
Houston, Texas County, Mo., Nov. 5, 1861.”
The expedition managed to avoid any casualties and returned with a large number of prisoners,
Confederate mail and dispatches, war trophies and at least $15000 dollars worth of livestock and
other goods. For some reason the 4th Iowa was put in charge of the livestock on the return trip to
Rolla.
When the expedition returned on the 8th of November, the prisoners and spoils of war where the
talk of Rolla. And the 36th Illinois had its first lesson on foraging in enemy country a lesson that
would serve it well during its 4 years of service.

Pattern changes of Federal Accoutrements
of the Civil War
by Scott Sheets
The wide variety of Federal accoutrements used during the civil war can often prove confusing

to even the most seasoned living historian. This article will present the various patterns of
waist belts, cap boxes, cartridge boxes, slings and bayonet scabbards as well as a time of when
each pattern became available and recommendations for use in recreating the common soldier
of the 36th Illinois.

Infantry Waist Belts
 The regulation belt of the civil war was supposed to be made of blackened buff leather

measuring 1.9 inches wide and 38.5 inches in length with a standing loop at one end1.
However, due to the time consuming and costly nature of buff leather the Ordnance
department allowed waxed flesh leather to serve as a substitute as early as 18572. Buff leather
shows a rough texture on both sides while waxed flesh was dyed black and waxed on the rough
side with the smooth or hair side facing in toward the body. Grain leather, which was dyed and
finished with the smooth side out, began to be used for waist belts some time during 1862 and
lasted through the end of the war3


The so called Puppy Paw buckle is typically seen on belts featuring a standing leather keeper
loop. Most puppy paw buckles have a distinctive block letter appearance to the US stamping
on the plate. The arrow hook belt buckle typically had a more stylized US stamp and was a more
elliptical shape overall. The switch to arrow back buckles officially took place in January of 63
and was commonly found on grain leather belts featuring the often seen brass belt keeper
which was adopted in place of the leather loop at around the same time4.

Figure 1: Puppy Paw Belt, Leather Keeper

Figure 2: Mid-Late War Belt with Brass Keeper

Figure 3: Rear of Puppy Paw Buckle
Figure 4: Rear of Mid-Late War Arrow Hook Belt with Brass Keeper

Cartridge Boxes
Pattern of 1839
The Pattern of 1839 Cartridge Box was a .69 caliber round ball cartridge box that became the
basis for all subsequent cartridge box patterns through the civil war. The 1839 box was made
for carriage on a shoulder belt only with no loops for a waist belt on the back of the box5. The
box featured a brass oval US plate on the flap which would stay in use until 1864. The 1839
pattern box was phased out of use in the regular army in 1857 when a new pattern was
adopted. By the time of the civil war the only source for remaining 1839 pattern boxes would
be state arsenals and existing militia companies.6

Figure 5: 1839 Front

Figure 6: 1839 Back

Pattern of 1857
The Pattern of 1857 cartridge box was developed in response to the US army moving towards
all rifled weapons.7 The Pattern of 1857 cartridge box retained the same basic shape as the
1839 box but was initially only produced in .58 and .69 caliber elongated ball versions.8 Belt

loops were also added to the rear of the box in response to a common problem of soldiers
cutting slits into the rear of their 1839 boxes to allow for wear on the waist belt.9  The outbreak
of the civil war forced the Ordnance Department to once again issue .69 caliber round ball
weapons and required the addition of a cartridge box to carry the ammunition for these
weapons. In April of 1861 the ordnance department began contracting for a Pattern 1857
Cartridge Box sized to carry .69 caliber round ball ammunition. The prevalence of .69 caliber
weapons in use early in the war made the Pattern of 1857 caliber .69 round ball and elongated
ball cartridge boxes the preferred box contracted for by the US Ordnance Department.10

Figure 7: 1857 Front

Figure 8: 1857 Back

Pattern of 1861
The Pattern of 1861 was adopted in November of 1861 and contracts for this pattern we let
out beginning in January of 1862.11 The distinguishing feature of the Pattern 1861 cartridge box
was the addition of a brass rivet to both ends of the waist belt on the rear of the box. The .69
caliber round ball box was also eliminated with the new pattern. The Pattern of 1861 cartridge
box was the most commonly produced cartridge box of the civil war and remained the standard
pattern until March of 1864.12

Figure 9: 1861 Front

Figure 10: 1861 Back

Pattern of March 1864
By 1864 the Ordnance Department had finally caught up on supplying equipment to the army
and began developing a pattern designed the address deficiencies noted from use in the field.
The Pattern of March 1864 retained many features of the Pattern of 1861 with the addition of a
brass rivet to the closure tab on the front of the box. The two shoulder belt buckles on the
bottom of the box were reinforced by a brass rivet in addition to an elliptical stitching pattern
surrounding the rivet. The brass closure finial was changed from the round shape on previous
patterns to a more pear shaped finial. The Pattern of March 1864 was contracted from March
of 1864 until July of 1864.13

Figure 11: March 1864 Front

Figure 12: March 1864 Back

Pattern of July 1864
The pattern of July 1864 was an attempt to simplify production. Most of the features of the
Pattern 1864 were retained however the brass US box flap plate was eliminated and was
replaced by an embossed US design. Initially 60,000 cartridge boxes were contracted for
without an inner cartridge box flap. This flap was almost immediately added back to the
pattern and was produced in this manner until the end of the war.14

Figure 13: July 1864 Front

Figure 14: July 1864 Back

Cartridge Box Shoulder Belts
The standard pattern shoulder belt leading up to the civil war as a 55.5inch long 2.25 inch wide
blackened buff leather belt terminating in 4.25 inch billets measuring .0875 inches wide to pass
through the shoulder belt buckles on the bottom of the cartridge box.15 The shoulder belt
featured round brass lead backed plate with an eagle design to be worn on the strap centered
over the chest.
The difficulty in obtaining buff leather even in prewar years led to the Ordnance Department
contracting for shoulder belts in waxed flesh, or rough out, leather. Shoulder belts made in
waxed flesh would be the most common shoulder belt through 1862. Beginning in July 1862
The Ordnance Department began contracting for shoulder belts made of grained, or smooth
out, leather.17 Other than the specific type of leather used the basic pattern of the shoulder
belt did not change until July of 1864. Coinciding with the more simple design of the July 1864
Cartridge Box the Ordnance Department decided to eliminate the round eagle breast plate and
narrow the belt from 2.25 inches to 2 inches.
Due to the shortage of buff leather, and the more urgent need to supply cartridge boxes and
other required accoutrements it was decided in April of 1861 that the shoulder belt could be
omitted from a set of accoutrements in order to save time, money and materials.18 The St.
Louis arsenal received explicit instructions on June 15th 1861 to eliminate the shoulder belt
from its contracts and require soldiers to wear their cartridge boxes on their waist belts for the
time being.19

Cap Pouch Patterns
The 1850 Ordnance Manual contains the first specifications for a cap pouch for the US army. It
lists;
Pattern 1850 Cap Pouch
Cap pouch: (black bridle leather,) length and depth 3 inches ; width 1.25 inch — inner cover,
with end pieces— flap, made of the same piece as the back, with a button hole strap at the
bottom — brass button, riveted under the bottom of the pouch — 2 loops, sewed to the back,
2.25 inches long, to admit a waist belt, of 2 inches — lining : a strip of sheepskin, with the wool
on, 1 .5 inch wide, glued with fish glue, and sewed to the back, at the mouth of the pouch. Cone
pick: (steel wire, No. 18,) 1.5 inch long, with a ring handle 0.5 inch diameter ; it is carried in a
loop in the inner left hand corner of the cap pouch20.
Pattern 1855
The Pattern 1855 Cap Pouch was introduced sometime in 1855 for use with the new rifleman’s
belt. The pouch has been described as the “full front” and “Shield Front” pouch. These
pouches can be seen often in early war images. Two pouches of this pattern in the Author's
personal collection show both pre-war and wartime features. The prewar pouch is of an
entirely sewn construction with large belt loops to fit the 1855 rifleman belt. The wartime
pouch shows rivets added to the belt loops for strength. These pouches were likely on
produced till the end of 1862.21
Pattern of 1862
The Pattern of the 1862 Cap Pouch was essentially an updated version of the Pattern of 1850
with wider, rivet reinforced belt loops and a wider front flap. The general features of the
Pattern 1862 Cap Pouch would remain through the end of the war, however there was a
general shift towards a wider and longer front flap as the war progressed.22

Figure 15: From Top Left to Right

Figure 16: From Top Left to Right

Pattern 1850, Patern 1855
Wartime Pattern 1850, Wartime Pattern 1855
Pattern 1862

Pattern 1850, Patern 1855
Wartime Pattern 1850, Wartime Pattern 1855
Pattern 1862

Bayonet Scabbards
Bayonet scabbards have been generally described amongst reenactors by the lack of or
presence of rivets in their construction. The first pattern of bayonet scabbard we are all
familiar with was listed in the 1850 Ordnance Manual as;
Bayonet scabbard: (black bridle leather.) Length, including the ferrule and tip, for the bayonets
of the model of 1822, 18 inches; for bayonets of model of 1840, 19.5 inches. Ferrule and tip,
brass. Frog: (buff leather,) sewed to a socket of black leather which is fastened to the top of the
scabbard — the frog slides on the waist belt.23
As with other items requiring Buff Leather the Ordnance Department commonly accepted
Waxed Flesh. 2 brass rivets were added to the belt loop frog in 1859 to reinforce the
stitching.24 2 rivet bayonet scabbards would have been the most commonly available pattern
early in the war. Surviving scabbards of this pattern are seen with both waxed flesh, and grain
leather frogs.
The seven rivet model scabbard was approved for use in February of 1863 and began
production.25 The seven rivet scabbard replaces the stitching on the frog with rivets for better

strength and speed of production. Waxed flesh frogs also fell out of production with this
model; surviving scabbards are typically seen in bridle leather. One final rivet was added
sometime in 1864 to connect the bayonet scabbard to the frog.

Figure 17: Bayonet Scabbards
From Top to Bottom: No Rivet, 2 Rivet, 7 Rivet, 8 Rivet

Maker and Ordnance Markings
 ue to the rapid increase in the amount of contractors supplying accoutrements during the
D
first year of the war the Ordnance Department was faced with a huge problem in identifying
contractors that were supplying sub-standard items. As early as October of 1861 the
department began discussing requiring contractors to mark their items with the name of the
company. The US Senate passed a resolution in July of 1862 that required all items supplied to
the government to bear a maker mark.26 The only exemption to marking accoutrements were
the federal arsenals which were not required to mark items made in their own shops.
Reproductions representing contrac accoutrements from late 1862 through the end of the war
should bear a maker mark.
The Ordnance Department was also required to mark accoutrements with their own
inspection stamp. Surviving items rarely bear these inspection stamps, and it is supposed that
complete crates of equipment were instead marked as opposed to each individual item. One
exception is the common oval inspection stamp seen on late war items. Based on surviving

examples the oval inspector stamp can be dated to July of 1864 through the end of the war.
This oval stamp should not appear on reproductions of items earlier than the July of 1864
cartridge box, or other items representing earlier construction.27

Figure 18: Maker Mark
Figure 19: 1864 Ordnance Inspection Stamp

Recommendations for Use in the 36th Illinois
Initial Issue
Waist Belt: Waxed Flesh standing loop belt with Puppy Paw plate
Cap Pouch: 1855 Shield Front Cap
Cartridge Box: Pattern 1857 or 1861 .69 caliber worn on waist belt
Bayonet Scabbard: 2 rivet pattern
Mid 1862 to Mid 1863
Waist Belt: Waxed Flesh or Grain leather with standing loop and puppy paw buckle
Cap Pouch: Pattern of 1862 or 1855
Cartridge Box: Pattern of 1861 in .58 or .69 caliber, shoulder belt optional
Bayonet Scabbard: 2 Rivet Pattern
Late 1863 till End of War
Waist Belt: Grain leather belt with arrow hook buckle and brass belt keeper
Cap Pouch: Large flap version of Pattern 1862
Cartridge Box: Pattern 1861, Pattern of 1864 boxes allowed in late 1864. Shoulder belt optional
Bayonet Scabbard: 7 rivet, or 2 rivet pattern. 7 rivet would quickly become more common.
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Letter of Pvt. John Green Co. F 36th Illinois
Camp of the 36th  Ill Vols
Near Dallas
Dear Friend Susanna H
I take a few leisure moments to let you know that I am well after three weeks of hard
campaining. The enemy has been in retreat and with the help of God we shall win our cause for
it is just. We are very near the Rebs and we have dug us good rifle pits. We have been under fire
for days but whenever there is a pause in the fighting we are close enough to the enemy lines to
talk to them.
We have had many men wounded also and they are under treatment at the Division Hospital
about one mile to the rear of the line of battle. Lt. Southworth was recently wounded in the arm
but he is recouperating well, at least the surgeon said that he will recover. This close quarters
with the Johnnies is really bad for the nerves and there is a lot of sickness in the Camp mostly
diarrhea but also nervous exhaustion. God willing soon this terrible ordeal will be over and we
all can come home to our loved ones. I am tired of the fighting as I have had enough.
Remember me to all my friends. I remain your devoted admirer.
John Green
Co. "F"
Private John Green enlisted in Co. F of the 36th Illinois on Sept. 12 1861 at the age of 25.
Green was a Farmer from Aurora Illinois. He stood 5’3” tall, had dark hair and blue eyes.
Private Green served with the regiment and reenlisted as a veteran in January of 1864. John
Green is listed as killed near Dallas Ga on May 7th 1864. An examination of the muster rolls for
Lt. Southworth shows 1st Lt. Larue Southworth of Co. F 36th Illinois. Lt. Southworth enlisted in
August of 1861 as a Sergeant in Co. F. He was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant in March of 1863 and
to just two months later in May of 1863. Lt. Southworth served with his company until April of
1865 when he was assigned as the Regimental Quartermaster.
The letter above is written in pencil on a single sheet of unlined plain paper. While the letter is
short it speaks volumes of the sacrifice the men of the 36th gave in service of the Union and their
Cause. Private Green paints a vivid picture of the suffering and exhaustion of almost three years
of war. Private Green’s letter brings to mind the battle fatigue that is so commonly written about
soldiers of the wars of the 20th Century. The fatigue of nearly constant combat is somewhat of an
anomaly in writings of the Civil War, but clearly affected the Civil War soldier just as deeply as
those of later wars. Green expresses a desire for an end to the fighting. Sadly Private Green

would meet his end in combat likely only a short few days after this letter. The surviving
soldiers of the 36th Illinois would not see and end to their ordeal for more than after the death of
John Green.
~This letter resides in the personal collection of Scott Sheets

